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to emcee
at the Carousel Club before and did not intend
at this club again inasmuch as to disliked the manager
named "JACK ."
The following is a description of MC NAUGHTON
as obtained by observation and interrogation :
Name :
Alias :
Race :
Sex :
Natimality :
Date of Birth :
Height :
Weight :
Hair :
Eyes :
Mrital Status :
Occupation :

D , D9cember 6 . 1963

JOE PETERSON, Adollhuo Hotel, Dallas, Texas, advised
he, and BRECK WALL, are enter< :Iinera aid are presently
producing and starring in a review, "Dottoms Up" et the
Century Room in the Adolphus Hotel . WALL advised he first met
JACK RUBY in Dallas approximately four years n3~ at the Vej ;n3
Club in 1960, the exact date not recalled . RL0f :~.y. ;_" oachod
WALL and PETERSON and made a deal for WALL and PEERSON to
produce end appear in a show at the Sovereign Club, Dallas,
Texas . The agreement was that WALL end PETERSON would have
one-half interest in the club . After producing and starring
in a show for 30 days at the Sovereign Club, RUBY was approached
by WALL to draw up a contract . RUBY, would not discuss any
contract at the time .

JORN JOSEPH MC NAUGHTON
Johnny Turner (stage name)
White
Male
American
August 24, 1918
5°8"
164 pounds
Gray
Blue
Single
Emcee

One day after the contract discussion, WALL and
PETERSON had an offer to produce and star in a one night
show at the Century Room at the Adolphus Hotel for a National
Nurses Convention . They were to receive $2,500
for this
show . RUBY refused to release WALL and PETERSON for the
show, but instead, arranged through AGGVA for WALL and PETERSON
to appear under the sponsorship of JACK RUBY . WALL and
PETERSON did produce and work in the show and they received
information that IIUBY and AGVA split the $2,500 between
them and . WALL and PSTERSCN did not receive any money at all .
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